
GOLFSOFTWARE APP INSTALLATION 

BEGA utilizes the commercially available Golfsoftware product. It is used to manage most of our league 

play and handicap system. It is accessed from the either BEGA Portal (BEGA Website) or the app which 

must be loaded on your smartphone.  

For league and tournament play the app provides on-line signups, pairings, scorecards, live leaderboards 

and more. The handicap system follows USGA rules incorporating most of the World Handicap system. 

Installing the Golfsoftware.com App on your smartphone  

If you currently do not have the app loaded on your smartphone, from your phone go to 

https://bestever.golfclub.net/ 

At the bottom of the page under Resources use the link for either Android or Apple depending on what 

phone you use. Once the app is installed, go to settings (accessed from the top right of the app) and 

add bestever.golfclub.net in the organization’s website entry. You can then sign in and will be ready to 

access all the functionality of the app. The app must be loaded before you come to the course. 

Scoring at the Course for BEGA Events 

Individual and Four Person team formats (Tuesday, Saturday and some Monthly Tournaments) 

Each foursome will keep their scores on a scorecard and electronically using the Golfsoftware.com app. 

Only one person in the foursome will record scores hole by hole scores for all in the group. At the end of 

the round, the foursome will ensure that the scorecard and electronic scores match. This should be 

done immediately at the end of the round. No changes will be made after the foursome has reported to 

the scorekeeper that the scores are on the BEGA Portal. The scores will be automatically added to the 

handicap system. 

Two Person team formats (Monday and some Monthly Tournaments) 

Each foursome will keep their scores on a scorecard and one person from EACH TWOSOME will record 

hole by hole scores using the Golfsoftware.com app. At the end of the round, the foursome will ensure 

that the scorecard and electronic scores match. This should be done immediately at the end of the 

round. No changes will be made after the foursome has reported to the scorekeeper that the scores are 

on the BEGA Portal and are correct. The scores will be automatically added to the handicap system. 

BEGA Handicaps 

The BEGA Handicap system is now accessed from the BEGA Portal or the app. After signing into the 
portal with your normal GSID login you will be able to post your handicap scores, view your handicap 
information, and lookup other golfers' handicap information. For non-BEGA events, the process to enter 
a score is as follows: 

• Select "My Handicap" 

•  Select "Scores" and then "Add Score" 

• Enter Date, 9 or 18 hole round, Course, Tee, Score (by hole or total) 

Scores for BEGA events will be automatically entered into the handicap system by the league president 
or the tournament director. 
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